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Abstract 

Network mobility management has become a popular topic in networking research due 

to its ability to mitigate mobile IPv6 problems. However the standard network mobility 

management does not support multicast traffic. Hence in this paper, we introduce context 

transfer and multicast fast reroute, to enable multicast in the standard network mobility 

management. This implementation enables multicast in network mobility management 

with high handover performance support. This paper evaluates handover performance for 

multicast enabled network mobility management using network simulator called NS3. NS3 

is a network simulator that implements virtual network prototype. By using the virtual 

network entities provided by the NS3, the proposed network mobility management 

architecture is simulated and its activity is analyzed. The parameters used are referred to 

real network implementation. 
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1. Introduction 

Multicast mobile IP has been an interest in recent years but there is as yet no standard 

solution. According to [1-3], by year 2019, IP traffic will surpass two zettabyte threshold, 

with mobile traffic grows three times quicker than static IP traffic. Network mobility is 

known as changing network layer while moving in a network. The initial standard method 

of network mobility is described in Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6) [6]. This standard method 

suffers from slow handover due to multicast routing and inefficient overhead [4-5]. It also 

suffers from delay due to triangular forwarding [4-5]. As a resolution to this problem, this 

paper offered improvements in terms of high data delivery in network mobility 

management. The improved method is an integration of two methods. These methods are 

implemented in network mobility management called Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) [7-8]. 

The two methods are Context Transfer [9-11] and Multicast Fast Reroute [12]. The novel 

improved method is named as CTMFR. This implementation helps to shortened the 

distribution time of the essential multicast data hence improves the handover 

performance. The implementation and evaluation of the new improved method is through 

Network Simulator known as NS3. The new improved method is compared to the 

standard method of PMIPv6.  

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes recent network 

mobility management development. Followed by the proposed improvement method in 

Section 3. Then the simulation results and analysis in outlined in Section 4. As a final 

point, Section 5 concluded the paper. 
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2. Recent Network Mobility Management Development 

Recent proposals to enable multicast in PMIPv6 can be grouped as route optimization, 

global mobility, load balancing and context transfer. These proposals are evaluated using 

either mathematical analysis or simulator analysis. Generally a network simulator is an 

application that predicts the events of a network [14-15]. Network devices are depicted 

with nodes, links, devices and etc. While simulation is a testing of the depicted network 

entities on a network simulator [14-15]. Simulation of network is difficult, as it is not 

simple to develop network event, such as handover, multicast or mobility. A network 

emulator allows users to host real devices and applications into a virtual test network [14-

15]. A network simulator must be able to model and configure network entities, 

topologies and able to provide network results in values and graphs. Figure 1 shows the 

basic network model for PMIPv6.  

 

 

Figure 1. Network Model of PMIP v6 [7-8] 

In [16], the performance of PMIPv6 protocol is studied using Network Simulator (NS) 

version 2.29. It extended the existing MIPv6 to create PMIPv6 environment. Total 

number of 7 nodes including 1 mobile node are configured. Transmission Control 

Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP) are the traffic configured. 

Performance metrics measured are throughput, average handover delay and average 

packet delivery rate. Data collected are number of packets and number of successfully 

distributed bytes and also number of packets sent. The suggested design satisfied the flow 

necessities for PMIPv6, however there is no multicast traffic included.  

 Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) using OMNET++ network simulation for 

PMIPv6 is evaluated by [17]. Some modifications of the existing codes are done. xMIPv6 

is the existing code, a base to support MPLS/PMIPv6 protocol. Performance metrics 

considered are end-to-end delay, handover overhead and delay. Variety number of hop 

between MAG and LMA were set for the simulation. Scenario manager, configurator and 

channel control modules of OMNET++ are used to support the network model. It verified 

that the proposed architecture satisfied the flow mobility standards of PMIPv6. Work in 
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[19] improved flow mobility support using the NS3 network simulator. By using these 

NS3 functions, it applied the multi-interfaced for the host and the mobility process in the 

recommended design. It proved that the recommended architecture fulfilled the mobility 

standards.   

As for [18] and [20] both covers the security part of network mobility management. 

Hence, [18] implemented authorization, authentication and accounting (AAA) server in 

PMIPv6 topology. The AAA server and PMIPv6 implementation is via NS-2.29. 

Performance metric considered are handover delay and handover. Results are calculated 

based on varying number of LMAs. It certified that the offered scheme fulfilled the 

mobility desires of PMIPv6. While work in [20], suggested a secure handover mechanism 

for PMIPv6 environment. It executed group key ticket for fast re-authentication using 

NS2. Performance metrics measured are packet loss, handover latency and signaling cost. 

It proved that the proposed architecture pleased the flow mobility standards of PMIPv6. 

By using NS3, work in [21] described PMIPv6 entities. It applied MIPv6 module in 

NS3 as the basic module. Performance metric measured are packet drop and handover 

latency. The values are collected in a module called PCAP. Another [22] considered the 

performance of PMIPv6 protocol using QUALNET. In order to apply PMIPv6 module, it 

implemented traffic control by ranging the queuing function of the QUALNET. 

Performance metrics considered are packet buffering and packet loss. Even though work 

in [21] and [22] satisfied the flow mobility requirements of PMIPv6, there is no multicast 

traffic included. 

 

3. Proposed Multicast Network Mobility Management 

Improving PMIPv6 with multicast ability is an important topic to study. This is 

because, PMIPv6 basically allows unicast mobility and no consideration towards 

multicast mobility. Hence, it is the aim of this work to introduce context transfer and 

multicast fast reroute to enable multicast in network mobility management. Both methods 

are configured and modified to suit the standard network mobility management. This 

implementation enables multicast to network mobility management with high network 

performance. Besides enabling multicast, this method address the handover performance 

issues related to PMIPv6 multicast environment. 

Using this method, the context is successfully transferred in advanced. This reduces 

unnecessary transmission after the handover. The destination node which is known as 

Mobile Node (MN) is able to receive multicast data immediately after the handover. 

Figure 2 shows the basic network model for the proposed method while Figure 3 shows 

the signaling call flow for the proposed method. 
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Figure 2. Basic Network Model for the Improved Method 

 

Figure 3. Process Flow for the Improved Method 

From the above mentioned operation, it can be seen that by applying the methods, the 

steps needed to gain the service back to normal are minimized. Since the multicast context 

data is transported between the two MAGs before the handover is finished. Hence, all the 

data necessary for the multicast group is already transported. It is noted that the MN joins 
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the multicast group immediately as the MN changes to the nMAG. The signaling cost is 

minimized due to localized communication of the MAGs. The MN is not involved in 

sending the group membership information to the nMAG or LMA. The nMAG receives 

the information needed in the multicast context transfer block that is sent by pMAG. 

Figure 4 depicts the network detail for the NS3 simulation, while Figure 5 shows the 

NS3 network topology setup according to Figure 4 with total number of 18 nodes 

including 1 MN. Figure 6 shows part of the simulation of the topology. 

 

 

Figure 4. Network Topology for the Simulation 
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Figure 5. Simulation Topology Setup 

 

Figure 6. Simulation  
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4. Simulation Results and Analysis 

Node mobility certainly has a significant impact upon network performance. When a 

MN with an active flow moves from a network to other network, the path for data-flow 

also changes. Handover is defined as changing network connection of a MN. Handover 

latency is calculated by the time interval of the last packet established at the pMAG and 

the first packet established at the nMAG. Handover value is extracted from the trace-file 

produced during the simulation process using a trace-file analyzer.  

To achieve seamless mobility, the handover latency value should be kept as low as 

possible. High handover latency may affect real-time communicating applications like 

voice/video calls and online gaming. The amount of satisfactory delay depends on the 

application since their acceptable rate differs from each other. For some applications, 

handover latency above a certain limits may cause service disconnection, leads to poor 

handover performance. The relationship between handover latency and network 

performance is inversely proportional to each other. Thus requires more sophisticated and 

promising means to overcome the problem. Hence minimizing handover latency is very 

crucial. Minimizing handover delay is valuable to throughput sensitive applications.  

Figure 7 shows the handover latency versus time for the improvise method.  While 

Figure 8 shows the comparison of the improvised method and for the standard method in 

terms of handover latency versus simulation time. This proved that by using PMIPv6 with 

CTMFR, the handover can be largely reduced.  

 

 

Figure 7. Handover Latency versus Simulation Time - Proposed Scheme 
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Figure 8.  Handover Latency versus Simulation Time - Benchmark 

The effectiveness of the applied method has been shown in the Figure 7 and Figure 8. 

It can be seen that there is huge gap between the improvised method and the standard 

method as shown in Figure 8. By using PMIPv6 with CTMFR, the handover performance 

is 50% better than the standard method. When handover is reduced, MN does not have to 

wait for the long handover process to resume its multicast communication.  

The context transfer multicast fast reroute simplifies the flow. Therefore leads to better 

handover performance.  This enhancement permits two-ways context transfer design in 

multicast PMIPv6. Multicast communication, mainly the real-time video applications are 

heavily viewed channels. Since both MAGs are in the same multicast group, smooth 

handover with no connection break are implemented, thus traffic continuously running 

without any interruption. 

 

5. Conclusion 

The improvised method is evaluated using simulation approach. After describing the 

simulation setup, the performance results of the selected metrics are presented and 

validated. Compared to PMIPv6 standard method, the improvised method offers highly 

considerable better handover performance.  From the simulation results, this proved that 

by applying the predictive CT and MFR, the enhanced method performed better than 

PMIPv6 and provides little performance issues. 
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